
A LARGE PROMINENCE 
BY J. EVERSHED 

By a fortunate chance the writer was able to secure a good series of 
plates, showing the development and final rapid ascent of a very large 
prominence. Tfiis was of a type that has seldom been recorded 
previously. 

At this observatory it is part of the usua.1 routine with the spectro- 
heliograph to secure daily two good plates of the prominences. These 
are obtained ordinarily between the hours of eight and nine in the 
morning, when defition is at its best. On February 18, 1go8, the 
second plate exposed turned out to be rather a poor me, but the 
first, exposed at 8h 23", was good. The prominences were, however, 
small, and there seemed to be nothing of special hterest on the Iimb. 
Fortunately, it was thought worth while to expose a third plate. This 
was done at gh 38my and the result showed that there had occurred a 
remarkable development of a prominence shown faintly kt the hi t  
two plates, extending from the position-angle 8g0 to 127~. 

Realizing the unusual nature of the newly developed group of- 
prominences, arrangements were made to continue photogiaphing 
this part of the Iimb throughout the day, which was fortunately 
perfectly clear from sunrise to sunset. It should be stated that visual 
observations in the E a  line, were made between 40" and I& 3om, 
and this region of the limb was sketched by Mr. Sitarama Aiyar be- 
tween Sh 43m and gh 3*. His drawings show a moderately bright 
mass of prominences, extending from position-angle 8ga to rz1OY 

having bright condensations at gz0 and 97O. The sodium and'mag- 
nesium lines were noted as bright at gxO. The main mass was esti- 
mated at 50'' in height at 8h sorn, and 85" an how later. A smaltef 
but bright prominence was situated at P. A. 1 3 5 ~ ~  and - this dm 
increased during the observation from 45" to So". 

Twenty photographs in' all were secured during the day, t w a  
exposures being made on each plate after the &st +ee, and fourteenof 
these are sh0~;b-n in the accompanying reproductions (Plate I). The 
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definition became very poor between r zh and x i h  and good guiding w ~ s  
thcn impossiblc, the image nnro1-ing bodily on the slit plate. This is 
shown in the irreg~l.larities of the linib seen in Kos. 7 to 10. Later, 
the definition improved, but the last plate, exposed at IS" zrn, was 
much underexposed, owing to thick snloke from forest fires pas:ing 
over the sun's disc. The image So.  12 is somewhat distorted through 
the electric guiding control failing to act; and the disk escluding the 
photosphere had to be moved, to prevent fog$ng the plate. The 
position-angle of the small bright prominence seen in all the photo- 
graphs except So. I was ISSO, equal to solar latitude -6s0, and from 
this position tile prominence extends to P. A. 8g0, equal to solar 
latitude - r 7 O .  

Kotn-ithstanding the very sudden appearance of such an enor- 
mously extended mass between the hours of S and 9, the subsequent - 

increase in size took place quite slowly. J;isual observations in the 
Ha line showed scarcely any etidence of motion in the line of sight, 
such as usually accompanies great eruptions. The  actual increase 
in height determined from measurements at a definite point on the 
limb (P. h 116") is shown in the following table, which also gives the 
approsmate rate of ascent in the mean interval betn-een successive 
pairs of photogra.Ghs. The most striking feature is the accelerating 
velocity with which the entire mass leaves the sun. A reference to 
the last four photographs of the series here givcn I\-ill show this clearly. 
The prominence also appears to diminish in brightness as it ascends, 
but this is no doubt due in part to the rapidly diminishing altitude of 
the sun, which at 1 7 ~  4 1 ~  was only go, and at lgh z m  was less than 
above the horizon; the two images in the last plate were too faint for 
reproduction. 

Another feature of interest is the long filament joined to the main 
mass and arching over the small bright prominence. I n  the negatives 
it appears to be connected with the top of the small prominence at 
I I ~  j" but becomes disconnected at  rqh ~ 6 ~ ;  at 1 7 ~  I I ~  it is joined 
to the chron~osphere beyond, at P. A. 1 j 9 O .  The movement of t3e 
whole mass, from this time on, is greatest at the parts most remote 
from the filament, anu gives one the irnprrssion that the latter acted 
like a flclriulc cord, holding one end of the mass to the sun and forcing 
it to sv.-hg out in a curve. 
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HEIGHTS OF PRO3IINEKCE 3IEASURED AT POSITIOS-AXGLE 1 x 6 ~  
- /- 

I I 

Kumber of Indian Standard Mean Height in1 Approaimate Ve- 
Yiite 1 Time* 1 Seconds of Arc i locity o i  Asczat 

283. .......... Too faint to 

0 

* sh 3om.in advance of Greenwich mean time. 

The writer has met with only tmo previous examples of promi- 
nences having the same characteristics as the one of February 18 last, 
and in neither instance was it possible to follow out the changes at 
all completely. The first was observed in its earlier stages at the 
writer's private observatory at Kenley, on the date October 3, 1892. 
Between 7h and gh G.M.T. it was a large mass of complex filaments, 
extending from lptitude -21O to -3g0 on the S.E. limb, with small 
brigh,t prominences at - r so and - 4z0. At 2 :oo P.M. Kalacsa IvL T., 
it was observed by Herr Fe'nyi, and at this time had attained the 
height of 8' 51". His measurements indicated a rapid rise of the upper 
part, which showed a mean velocity exceeding 36 km per second. At 
zh 5srn nothing remained of the higher pa t .  Displacements of the 
spectral lines did not occur.' 

The other prominence, apparently of tile same type, was photo- 
graphed here, an April g, 1907. Like the former, it consisted of a 

1 Astron~my and Astrophysics, rz, 38, 1393. 
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huge mass of interlaced filaments. It extended from solar latitude 
$ 1 6 ~  to $3S0 on the east limb. Only three photographs were ob- 
tained, and the heights measured on these are as follows: 

.4n increasing rate of ascent is here indicated. The prominence 
had disappeared on the following day. It arould be interesting to 
know whether this prominence was observed in its later stages eLs- 
where. 

It  is perhaps worthy of remark that the disc photographs in 
K light, obtained on the dates April g, 1907, and February 18, 1908, 
show no flocculi nor any kind of disturbance at or near the positions 
of the prominences. 

No. of Plate 

45 2. .......... 

456 ........... 
457 ........... 

I S. T. 

gh 34m 

8 55 

9 I3 

105" 

117 

135 

Approximate Velodty 
of Ascent 

7 km per sec. 

12 I;m per sec. 
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